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We all know what temperatures are (even if you don’t know how to tell the difference 
between celsius and fahrenheit, like me), but what exactly IS the best and worse 
level of heat??? Let’s go!!!

-273.15 C: The coldest temperature there is, so wrap up warm. Why can’t it get any 
colder? Because this is the point where atoms stop vibrating and vibrating atoms 
produce heat. You’d think atoms would shiver in the cold like humans do, but 
apparently not. Many scientists want things to be as simple as possible, so this 
temperature is a bit of a disappointment. 

-250 Barely any better, but let’s include this temperature because it’s a nice round 
number. 

-200 Still pretty damn cold. There’s refreshing and crisp, and then there’s this. I’m 
fairly sure this is instant death. This is also the kind of temperature that can turn 
bananas into hammers. That means someone could turn you into a hammer, too. :S

-150 Instant death again, I think. I currently have no internet to find out. You’re still a 
potential hammer to someone with liquid nitrogen or whatever. So watch out for 
deranged serial killers posing as engineers. Also watch out for dancing and funky 
serial killers saying ‘Stop, it’s hammer time’. There are some real weirdos out there.

-100 I’m guessing this is the point where you know you’re going to die. I’m not saying 
it’s anything to be EXCITED about, but you have a brief chance to give one last 
smile to your loved ones. Just try not to pull a silly face, or it will indeed stay that way 
forever. 

-50 Ah, survivable temperatures. Certainly not safe temperatures, but if a never 
ending snowball fight is your bag, go to Siberia!

-20 I think this is about the coldest it’s been where I live. However, as it was at night 
and I was sleeping, I don’t know what being out in such conditions feels like. I’m 
assuming cold, but not hammer time levels. Again, there’s an interesting super villain 
for you.  

0 Still icy cold, but you’re unlikely to die in such temperatures. Unless maybe you like 
to run around naked and cover yourself in snow. The sad truth is that most people 
would be too scared to intervene. 

5 More chilly than cold. I could take or leave five. Many jazz musicians take five. I 
wouldn’t write a song about doing that, though. 

10 More cool than chilly. Makes you wonder why cool people wear sunglasses. They 
should wear woolly jumpers.

15 We’re getting into nice weather territory here. Want to wear a shirt or a jumper? 
Either option is more normal than ever. Going shirtless will most likely be perceived 
as attention seeking, however.  

20 Now you can go shirtless, if you really want to. Personally, I’d just get an ice 
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cream. Or maybe a fan is up your street? Or orange juice with ice cubes. I’m just 
saying there are options. 

25 A nice looking number, but sadly attractive digits don’t correlate with nice 
temperatures. A million is a nice number, right? Well, imagine 1,000,000 degrees. 
Agony. 

30 Going shirtless may even be advised, but as always, you have to think of other 
people. In my opinion, this is where things get too hot. Some people claim to like this 
one, but if so much time and energy goes in cooling down, do they really like it that 
much? Just a thought. Try wearing a jacket and and see how you feel. 

36.3 If I remember correctly, this was my body temperature when I was in hospital, 
for a routine blood test. I’m not saying this temperature is the best, but millions of 
people do go on holiday to enjoy it.  

37 37 (I think) degrees C is absolutely terrible. I’ve only been this hot once on 
holiday, and the way everyone was acting like it was normal was very disturbing. 
Maybe they had leprosy. I’m not saying that would make me feel better, but it would 
make me feel less like a girl. I previously thought I’d been through 40 degrees, but 
that’s Death Valley level, so I guess I made that up. 

50 Only nutters like being this hot. I’d like to feel this temperature for a few seconds 
out of curiosity, but flying to the other side of the world to feel it for hours? No way… I 
think you can bake eggs on the ground in places like Death Valley. If you want that 
kind of experience at home, just put sand in your frying pan. That’s all you have to 
do! 

100 Now you’re in trouble. 

500 Never been this hot in my life. Consequently, I have no idea what to say. If this is 
your body temperature, seek immediate medical attention, I guess. Just warn others 
not to get close to you, or you’ll heat them up, too. 

1,000 This is the temperature of fire. :S

1,000,000 Atoms go absolutely nuts at this temperature. Going shirtless won’t help 
you at all, but on the plus side your death will be as close to immediate as possible. 
Who was the asshole who told you to holiday in such temperatures? 

There we go, all done. You know my favourite temp? 15. So what you say? Well, 
those who have read my special number system will know that 15 means the 
number one of five stars. Just more proof the system works. Bye!


